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ABSTRACT 

The· ·"gamma rays of AcK (Fr223) were studied in a sodium iodide-

photomultip:]._ier s·cintillation counter c·oupled to a 50 channel pulse height 

analyzer. Photons of a 49.8 kev gamma ray appear in 40 ± 10 percent and 

photons of an 80 kev gamma ray appear in 24 ± 6 percent of the total beta 

disintegrations.· In addition, low intensity gamma rays appear at 215 and 

310 kev. 1 x-radiation is present in about the same intensity as the 

-49. 8 kev .. ~mma ray. Gamma-gamma coincidence studies proved that the 49.8 
'' ' 

and 80 kev radiations were not in coincidence. It was also shown that the 

215 and the 50 kev gamma rays are not in coincidence. The 1 x-radiation 

was studied in a proportional counter coupled to a 50 channel analyzer and 

identif'ied- as radium x-rays. Since Th227 decays to the same daughter as 

does AcK some measurements were made on its gamma spectrum. Prominent 

photopeaks were observed at 49.8, 87, and 235 kev. The 235 and 49.8 kev 

gamma rays were observed to be in coincidence·. The known decay data for 

AcK and Th22 7 cannot be fitted into a common decay scheme without additional 

information. 

*This research was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
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AcK (Fr223) is.a member of the u235 decay chain inwhich it appears 

as a result ·of a 1.2 percent alpha branching in the decay of Ac 227. AcK 

dec-ays primarily by beta emission with a half-life of 21 minutes into · 

11.2-day AcX (Ra223), although recently a very slight alpha branching 

(-4 x 10 - 5 ) has been' reported.
1 

Investigations of the gamma radiatioJJ,s ·of 

AcK have been car'ried out by Lecoin and co•workers2 using absorption tech-

niques. The present_ report ,concerns am.ore detailed study of these 

radiations using a scintillation crystal spectromete:r; and a proportional 

counter in combination with a multichannel pulse height analy?\er and.~lso 

using gamma-garnrna:coincidence techniques. 

II. PREPARATION AND STANDARDIZATION OF SAMPLES 

· A stock solution of Ac
22

7 dissolved in 3 ml of satur~ted hydrochloric 

ac·id was us-ed as a source of francium. Whenever a fresh sample of AcK 

wasrequired one drop Of a 0.4 !i'Silicotungstic acid solution was.added to. 

the· ice cold Ac
227 solution. Siliccitungstic .acid precipitated, carrying 

the francium, and was centrifuged out. The precipitate was dissolved in 

*This research vas supported by .the United States Atomic Energy Commission . 
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distilled water and ·repreciJ?itate-d cby saturating the solution with hydrogen 

chlortde·gas. This process was reJ?eated two or three times. A;•water 

solution of the last silicotungstic acid precipitate was quickly passed 

through a 1 em x 4 mm column of Dowex.:5o ion-exchange resin. The adsorbed 

AcK was washed:·i'ree of silicotuhgstic acid 'by 2 ml of· distilled water, 

then stri-ppefr·from the column with ']00 IJ.l of 10 ~ hydrochloric acid. · 

Alr-quots of this. solution were- evaporated on platinum counting discs. 

These samples··were weightless and- of high rad-iochemical purity.· Further· 

details on this preparation method are given elsewhere~3 ' 

The sarrq)le·s were· all counted with a geiger. counter 'using the third 

she·lf of-the ·geiger tube mount standard-to this laboratory. The tube used 

was an· :A:inpe'rex geiger ·tube filled; with a mixture of argon and chlorine. 

An aliquot of ·eac'h preparation was followed for decay as· ~ check'· on ·radio• 

chemi·cal purity. The observed counting rate was translated into disinte-

grations per minute by multiplying by the calibration factor, 42. 

This calfbl-atiort factdr ~~~--based on the determination of the alpha 

counting rat~ b:f the· AcK daughters and was determined as follows. Samples 

of AcK ·isolated as described ·above were mounted on platinum plates. 

Asbestos washers were placed above the samples and a clean collector 

platinuril. plate was' ·placed above. ·· B·y touching a torch to the bottom plate 

for one second and bringing the platinum to a red glow for this instant 

the francium was volatilized to the collector foil leaving behind any 

traces of Ac 227, AcX or RdTh present at that time. This instant was taken 

as zero time~ The geiger couriting.rate of-the volatilized francium-sample 

was followed and back extrapolated to zero time. Several hours later the 

' alpha disintegration rate of the sample was carefully measured in an alpha 
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counter (52 p-ercent geometry). One-fourth-of this alpha activity was 

as·crihed· to the ll. 2 day AcX __ daughter of AcK and by_ straightforward 

·calculations the initial disintegration rate: of AcK was determined. _This 

method- of ·standard·tz-ation substitutes the uncerta.inties· of alpha counting, 

whi-ch a·re considerably le·ss, for the uncertainties of absolute beta 

counting arising out of the --back scattering; window. absorption. and other 

corrections~ The purity of- the alpha activity was checked by analysis 

of the· alpha spectrum. This was done by introducing to a 48 channel 

differential pulse height analyzer the alpha.pulses developed in a large 

ionization chamber after suitable linear amplific~;~.tion. This analysis 
I 

was performed hyA. Ghiorso oneq_uipment.developedby himas an improve'" 

ment of -app'aratus previously described. 4 - The alpha. spectrum curves 

verified that the alpha' activity wasj pure Ra22 ~ plus daughters with no 

contribution frQmTh227. 

· · :III. SPECTROMEI'ER EQUIPMENT 

The -spectrometer equipment used in this-work was assembled-by 

A. Ghiorso and A. E. Larsh of ·this. laboratory. The gamma detection 

initially occurred in a l. 5-inch diameter by l-inch thick crystal of 

sodium.iodide (thallium-activatf2d) procuredfrom.the Harshaw Chemical 

·company mounted below a Dumont 6292 tube .. using a method similar to that 

de·s·crfbed by Borkowski. 5 --

On the side:of the crystal• facing the photomultiplier tube was 

affixed a quartz disc ;i a :layer of o'il between the quartz and the outside 

surface of the tube: -provided optical coupling. The other surfaces of the 

tube were·packedwith a reflecting layer of niagnesium oxide. The whole 
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assembly·was moimted in an aluminum lined·lead shield on top of a 

standard· ge±ger tube 5 posi. tion shelf assembly. Incident gamma rays 

penetrated·a thin foil Of beryllium (---150mg/cm2) anda thin layer of 

magnesium mdde (about· 1/16 inch) before' entering the crystal. · 

The-output pulse from the photomultipiier was amp·lified in a pre-

amplifieT, then in a·'linear amplifier. The final' pUlse was introduced 

to a 50 channei··di:fferential pulse height analyzer. This analyzer, 

bas•ed on· a novel' use of a· 6BN6 as one arm of a .gated univibrator, is 

a new de-sign of Ghio:i:'so and Larsh; 6 After proper alignment the channel 

width stahility (operating at' a 5 volt channel width) was better than· 

' l percent and remained sd for per·iods of .weeks-. Gain and: bias controls 

permitted the inspection of any predetermined energy. interval with the 

full 50 channels • Further details· on this equipment will be obtainable 

in a forthcoming publication.6 

For measurements on the b.eta spectrum the sodium iodide detector was 

replaced· by- an anthracene crystal J.. .5 inches ·in~ diameter by 0. 25 inch 

thick mounted iir front ·of an RCA-5819 photomult·iplier tube. 

A propDrtiona::l counte'r was used to study L x-rays. ,: An Eck and 

Krebs tube 19 em in diameter was filled to one atmosphere with a 90 per-

cent xenon"'l0 percent metharie.mixture and Operated at 1100volts. After 

preanrplif'±cation the pulse from the proportional counter was introduced 

to the linear amplifier of the 50 channel analyzer. 

For-study of galnma.-gaininB. coincidences the apparatus assembled by 

A. E. Larsh and· F. Asaro was used. In this equipment the sample was 

mounted between two -sodium iodide crystals L-5 ·inches in diameter and 

l inch'thick with the front edge of. the twd crystals only 0.25 inch apart 
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for maximum geometry" Each crystal had its own Dumont 6292 photomulti-

plier ·tube a:nd·preamplifier" The output from one crystal was fed to a 

single channel analyzer" The energy of the gamma rays recordedby this 

analyzer andth'e energy width of the "window" of this analyzer were 

both adjustable" The pulse from the second preamplifier was cabled to 

a linear amplifier. The signal pulse from this amplifier and that from 

the si:ngle channel analyzer were lead into a coincidence circuit, the 

signal pul-se·from the single channel branch serving as the gate pulse. 

Only those signal pulses which were in coincidence with the gate pulses 

within tfie 10-6 second resolving time were passed on to the differentiating 

circuitofthe 50 channel analyzer. Hence tne gainma spectrum in coinci-

dencewith a particular gamma ray could be examined. 

The ·chance rate was deter'Inined by placing an absorber between the 

sample and the·gate crystal and applying a different radioactive sour.ce 

of about the same-counting rate to the gate erystal. The usual calcula-

tion of the chance spectrum was ·c.arried out. 

IV" EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
',: •• \'": •• .-\.. • .•. • c -'(-:···. ' • ,. • ., • ' •• ~~ 

1. --49.8 'and 80 kev gamma ~rays "--Figure l indicates· the gamma 
. . .' ' 

spectrum of AcK in the 0-150 kev range. The energy scale was calibrated 

241 with the 60 kev gamma ray in the decay of Am and the 87 kev gamma 

radiation of Cd109. This and many similar curves were taken through 

94 3 mgje'm2 berylli uni absorber to elimi-ha t~ interference from the beta 

particles. There are prominent photopeaks at -15, 50 and 80 kev, ~11 

decaying with the half=life of AcK. 
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Figure 1. Gamma spectrum of AcK in the 0-150 kev range. Data taken 
' ' 2. 
through 943 mg/cm beryllium absorber. 
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The ratio of the 8o kev /50 kev photopeaks was determined on several 

samples:, the best value being 0.6 ± 0.1 The overlapping of the two peaks 

causessomeuneertainty in this ratio. 

The- ratio of 50 and So kev photons to AcK disintegrations was 

determined in the following way. A sample of_ Am
241 with a known alpha 

disintegration rat~ mounted on platinum disc-was placed in the scintilla-

tion spectromet-er on the-same shelf position used for the AcK samples 

and count-ed through-the 943 mg/cm2 beryllium absorber. The area under 

the 60 k:ev photopeak was determined; Using the information that 40 of 

the 60 k-ev. photons are emitted per 100 alpha· disintegrations of Am
241 

the overall counting efficiency was determined as 5.4 percent, i.e., 

5.4 percent of the 60 kev photons emitted by the sample are registered 

in the photopeak. 

· The--absolut'€ disintegration rate of• AcK samples mounted on platinum 

was determined by counting the samples in the geiger counter and applying 

the calibrati-on "factor oi' 42 as discussed above. The counting efficiency 

of·the 50 and So kev photon peaks was taken as 5.4 percent.-- The resulting 

absolute abundanc-es were: 40 ± 10 of the 50 kev photons per 100 disinte

grations of AcK and 24 of the So kev photons per 100 disintegrations. 

This calculation assumes that the variation in the ratio of the escape 

peak to the photopeak in the 50-SO kev range as a function of energy is 

negl:igible~ Actually this is not true but Unpublished experimental 

results of F. Asaro using the identical apparatus and geometrical con-

ditions indicate that the variation is not great. Asaro obtained a ratio 

of the observed escape peak to the observed photopeak of 20 percent at 

50 kev dropping to 16 percent in the region 60-100 kev. Hence the 

corrections to the above quoted abundances are only a few percent at most. 
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2. _215 and-jlO kev gamma rays.--Figure 2 shows the gamma spectrum 

from 0-8oo keY'. It is to be noted that some gamma radiation appears in 

the region of 2-15- kev in low abundance compared to the 50 and 80 kev 

radiation. There, is no other radiation with abundance >l percent with 

respect to-these peaks and a¢lditional cur:ves showed this to be true 

throughthe_2 Mev range. The gamma radiation in the region of 215 kev 

was studied: more carefully as shown. in Figure 3, after calibrating the 

22 energy scale with anni:P.ilation radiation from a Na sample and with the 

662 kev gamma ra(liation .of Csl37 •. A definite photopeak at 215 kev and 

a smaller peak at310 kev were obseJNed. The decay of these peaks was. 

followed onnumero11s separately,p:repared samples tp establish the 

2l ... m:inute half..,life, .The ratios of these photopeaks to the• 50 kev · 

photopeak was determined correcting for the fact that the photoelectric 

effic·iency of· the crystal was not 100 percent for the _ 215 and 310 kev 

radiation. The ab-solute abundances were determined as 3~4 photons of 

215 kev energy;IJer 100 disintegrations and about 0.8 photon ,of 310 kev 

!2n.ergy. per 100 disintegrations of AcK, 

3. Beta. speci;rum· ..... -several determinations of the maximum energy of 

the bet:3. -partiples- emittedby pure samples of AcK were mad~ using_ the 

anthracene crystal. A v:-isual endpoint energy_ was 1.15 ± 0.05 Mev. This 

confirms the 1.2-±_ O.;L Mev value previously obtained by Perey and Lecoin7 

by a measurement of tracks in a low pr,essure cloud chamber. The spectrum 

was ;not analJ7;ed carefully for ,complexity. 
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Figure 2. Gamma spectrum of AcK in the 0-800 kev region. Data taken 
. . I 2 through 943 mg em beryllium absorber. 
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4. Proportional counter measurements on x-rays and the 50 kev gamma ray. 

Figure4 showsthe ganrrna spectrum of AcK in the low energy region taken 

with the proportional counter equipment. The data were taken with 

706 mgj cm2 beryllium absorber above the sample to remove beta particles o 

On the same figure are shown calibration curves taken on samples of 

Am24l d I 230 I th Am24l b d th . t T._ an o . n e curve are o serve · e promlnen ~l 

(13.94 kev) and L~1 (17.74 kev) lines of neptunium, a 26 kev gamma peak 

and an "escape" peak at 30 kev caused by the photoelectric ejection of 

a K electron from a xenon atom in the counter by the 59.8 kev gamma ray 

followed by the escape of the KQ: x,...raY: of xenon from the tube. The 

ionium curve shows the prominent ~l (12.39 kev) and L~1 (15.23 kev) 

lines·of radium. It can be noted that AcK gives rise to identical radium 

L x-rays as well as to an escape peak at 20 kev resulting from the 50 kev 

gamma ray. 

That this identification of the escape peak is correct was proved by 

2 redetermining the curve with a l gm/cm aluminum absorber over the 

sample. The transmission of the x-rays through this thickness of 

aluminum is<O.l perc-ent while the transmission of the 50 kev gamma 

radiation is about 70 percent. A typical curve is shown in Figure 5. 

241 230 . The energy scale was calibrated with Am and Io as before. To be 

noted is the appearance of a double escape peak attributable to the 

escape of Kcx1 and K~l xenon x-radiation after absorption of the 50 kev 

gamma ray. These escape peaks serve as a better energy calibration 

than the sodium iod±de crystal determinations of this value for the 

50 kev gamma ray. The average of several determinations is 49.8 ± 0.3 kev. 
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through 1032 mg/cm2 aluminum absorber to absorb 

L x-rays. Resulting peaks are the escape peaks 

· •of the 49. 8 kev gamma ray with escape of the 

Ka or Kl3 radiation of xenon. Data were taken 

for 1 minute for upper curve and for 4 minutes 

for lower curve. 
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5. Coincidence studie's on AcK. --AcK samples mounted on quarter mil 

aluminum foils were placed between the two sodium iodide crystals of the 

coinc'iderrcEI apparatus and garmna-ga.mrn.a coinc'idence spectra were run, 

gat'ing· in turn with the 50, 80 and 215 kev rad'iation. These measure-

ments were "performed by Mr. Frank Stephens 0 Some small coincidence 

peaks were bbserved but the order of intensity of these was very low. 

The 50-Bo ·kev·· ~amma~gamma coincidence peak was less than l/100 of that 

to be expected if these rays were in 'coincidence. The 215-50 kev and 

215-80 kev coinc-idences, with the 215 kev serving as the gate, were less 

than l/30th of' those to be expected of a true £a~a-gamma coincidence. 

Of conside:rahle·importance to the consideration of various possible 

decay schemes is the presence or absence of a 50-30 kev coincidence or 

a 50 kev L x-ray coincidence, the L x-rays coming from the conversion 

of a 30 kev gamma ray. The absorption of the t;oft x-rays. in the crystal 

cover and the fluorescent y·ield reduce the sensitivity of this determina-

tion cons'iderably but the intensity was conservatively a factor of 

5 too· low to indicate a 50 kev L x-ray coincidence and within considerable 

larger limits there was no sign of a 50-30 kev garmna'.,gamma coincidence. 

The sign'if'icance of this is that the 50 and 80 kev transitions must 

223' both lead to the ground state of Ra " 

227 . 227 ( ) -6. Study of radiations of. Th o.--:Slnce Th : RdAc and AcK 

decay to the sarrie da~ght~r product it might'be expected that some Ra22 3 

In levels would be common to the deca~ schell!:es of bo~h isotopes. 

particular,·levels.with the 50 and 80 .kev. spacing. of the two most prominent 

gamma rays in the decay of AcK might be expected among the lower lying 

.. 
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223 levels of Ra . The alpha spectrum of Th22 7 is exceedingly complicated 

with ll reported groups of greater than l percent abundance. Figure 6 

disiJlays- the results of a study of the alpha groups carried out by 

Rosenblum et ~.8 The-Ra22 3 levels are labeled in kev above the ground 

stateusing the assumption that the most energetic alpha particle leads 

to the ground state, an assumption which is probably ~alse since alpha 

decay to the ground state of an odd nucleon isotope is frequently more 

hindered than that to a higher lyinglevelo9 

There are several literature reports qn the gamma rays of Th227. 

The absorption curve studies of Riou10 showed a 50 kev gamma ray in 

3 percent abundance, a 126 kev gamma ray in 13 percent abundance, and a 

280 kev gamma ray in 50 percent abundance. Similar results were 

ll reportedby Bachelet and Savel. Studies on a crystal spectrometer 

were reported somewhat earlier by Frilley12 who found gamma rays at 

50, 57, 80, 101, 113, 119, 208, 240, and 258 kev. Magnetic analysis 

13 14 of the electron spectrum by Surugue and Te-Tschao and Surugue showed 

30 gamma rays between JO and 6 38 kev . 

Figures 7 and8 indicate the gamma spectrum of a freshly purified 

sample of Th22 7 as obtained in our sodium iodide crystal spectrometer. 

The sample was purified by extracting the thorium isotope from a dilute 

acid solution of Ac 22 7 into undiluted tributyl phosphate and washing 

the solvent repeatedly with 4 M nitric acidto.remove possible radio-

active contaminants. The most prominent photopeaks appear at 50, 87 

and 235 kev. The last energy was determined to ±5 kev by calibration 

with the 662 kev gamma ray in the decay of Csl37, annihilation radiation, 

the 59.6 kev gamma ray-of Am
241 and the 184 kev gamma ray of u2350 The 
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Alpha particle energies (in Mev) and abundances 
' . . 8 . 

as reported by Rosenblum~ al. are shown. 

·Figures 'in parentheses are ·alpha disintegration 

energies (i.e., the recoil energy has peen added 

to the alpha particle energy). The accentuated 
223 . ' . . 

Ra levels are those which are reached by alpha 

groups greater than 10 percent in abundance. 
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absolute abun'daneeof the 50 kev gamma ray was determined roughly to be 

0. 2 photons- per total alpha particl~. Gamma-'gamma coincidence studies 

were carried out for us by Mr. Frank Stephens with the equipment des-

cribed previously, gating in turn with the 50 and 235 kev gamma rays. 

Figure 9 shows a prominent coincidence peak between the 50 and 235 kev 

radiations. Thiscoinctdence is so prominent and so easily reproduced 

that it hasb'een found to be quite useful in our laboratory as a 

standard for other gamma-gamma coincidence studies. In the run with 

the 50 kev gate some- coincidence peaks at "'90 and .:V.l40 kev of much 

lower intensity (rvl/20) were observed. 

It seems likely that the 50 kev gamma ray is identical with the 

49o8 kev gamma ray of AcK and this belief was strengthened by determining 

the energy of the gamma ray in the proportional counter~ The Ka1 and

K(31 escaper peaks were d-etermined as described- above for· AcK and as 

illustrat~d in Figure 5. Freshly purified samples of Th22 7 and of AcK 

were counted .through 1 gm/cm2 of' aluminum absorber within a few minutes 

of each other to eliminate any errors due to a drift in the calibration 

of the proportional counter. The curves of the escape peak were both 

identical with Figure 5. It is believed that a difference of 1 kev 

could easily have been detected. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A detailed-study of the radiations of Ac 22 7 and AcK has previously 

been carried out by Lecoin and co-workers2 using xenon filled geiger 

counters and absorption curves. Their findings on AcK were as follows. 

A prominent gamma ray of 48.6 kev energy is emitted in high abundance 
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(27 photons per 100· di:si:ntegrations). L radiation of 15 k~v 'is emitted 

in 25 disintegrations out of lOOo A gamma ray of 330 kev 'is emitted at 

the rate -of· 6 photons per roo. disintegrations. 

The present results are in good'agreement with respect to the 

50 kev radiation. Lecoin and co-workers determined a precise value 

of 48.6 '± 1.6 kev by the method of critical absorption~ Various 

elements between Z = 53 arid Z = 74 were used as absorbers arid a ·· 

marked· change in absorption between 
63

Eu and 64Gd bracketed the gannna 

energy. The quoted value could be raised somewhat a's the recent 

Table of Critical X:._Ray Absorption Energies of Hill et a1.15 give' 

·48. 51' and' 50.23 kev for the K shell energies of europiu:rll and gadoliniUm. 

Our best value determined from the escape peak values as mentioned above 

The French authors also bracketed the llf. 5 · kev radiation' by :tl:ie 

meth'od of· critical absorption using 
33

As, 
34 

Se and 
38

sr 'absorbers ,c 

and showedthat it was the t radiation of radiu:rll~ 

For radiation 'o:f energy greater than 50 kev the agreement betwe~n . 

the two studies is not as good. The prominent rad.iatiori of 80"'85 kev 

. .. . 2 
··is not reported by Lecoin and co-workers. The gamma ray of 330 kev 

reported by these authors with an intensity of 6 photons per 100 disinte-

grations may perhaps be identified with the 215 kev radiation with an 

intensity .. of 3-4 photons per 100 disintegrations, reported here since 

energy determinations' by absorption measurements have'a tendency to 

give high values. 

It may ~e mentioned that the 8o kev radiation reported here is not 

K x-radiation since the ~l and Ka2 lines of radium would be expected 
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at 88.5 and 85.4 kev, although, it is quite possible that some K radiation 

is i.n'Ciuded in the high energy side of· the 80 kev peak. 

It was hoped that the gamma rays of AcK could be fitted·into a decay 

scheme using· the Ra 223 levels revealed by alpha spectrum analysis of . 

Rd.Ac (Figure 6) and consistent with the gamma radiation of Th22 7. The 

chief' facts which must be taken into account· are: 1) The 49.8 and 

80 kev gamma rays observed in the· decay of' AcK connect low-lying levels 

in Ra223; ?) The 49.8 kev gamma ray is not in coincidence with 80 kev 

radiation, 30 kev gamma radiation or L x~radiation; 3) The same 49.8 kev 

gamma transition is observed in the decay of AcK and RO:Ac--(Th227); 4) In 

the decay of RdAc the 49~8 kev gamma ray is in coincidence with a 235 kev 

g~ ray. 

It was impossible to construct a partial decay scheme consistent with 

these· ·data using only the levels of Figure 6. It is necessary to postu-

lateother low,..lying levelsand it is quite probable that the ground·state 

of Ra22 3 lies below the level so labeled on Figure 6. This is not 

unreasonable in view-of the well established fact that alpha decay to 

the ground state is usually strongly hindered for alpha emitters with odd 

nucl~ons.9 Further work to give more definite information on the low-lying 

.levels of Ra223 is contemplated. 
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